Using **High Frequency Magnetic Fields** (Induction Heat), remove all types of adhesives bonded to metal, Release Seized Hardware from Corrosion or Thread Lock Compounds, all without the collateral damage normally associated with conventional methods.

- Reduce Labor by as much as 75%
- Re-Use Parts Normally Discarded
- Save on Consumables
- Reduce the need for Toxic Solvents
- Flameless, Safer than a Torch.

**Inductor® PRO-MAX™ Includes**

- **PRO-MAX™** High Performance Inverter
- Attachments: U-211, U-311, U-411
  - See page 2 for details.
- (2) L-Wedges / Manual / Tutorial Video

**Features and Benefits PRO-MAX™**

- High Performance/ Energy Efficient Inverter. (Maximizes use of a 120v/20a circuit.)
  - Rated: Input 2200w
  - Max Output 2000w
- Audible and Visual Power Indicators.
- Fine Tuning Linear Power Control
- Pneumatic Foot Switch
  - (Resilient to dirt and water.)
- UL/CSA GFCI for User Safety
- Inductor® attachments, instantly heat ferrous metals without the collateral damage to nearby plastics.
- Storage for attachments included.

**Applications**

- **Glass Blaster®** Removal of - Glass, SMC Panels, Metal Bond Adhesives, etc...
- **Fast-OFF Pad®** Body sides mlids, Vinyl Graphics, Emblems, Sound Pads, Undercoating’s, Stress Relieving, etc...
- **Concentrator®** Seized Hardware from Corrosion / Thread Lock Compounds, Soft Hail Dents, Seam Sealers, Metal Shrinking, Fabrication, etc...

**PRO-MAX™ Specifications**

- Height 13”
- Length 18”
- Width 12”
- Weight (with attachments)
- Warranty 2 Yr. Inverter / 1 Yr. Attachments.

**Made in the USA**

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Built in a ISO 9000 Facility

Patents 6670590, 6563096, Others Pending
**Concentrator® P/N U-411**
- Tapered Body, Beveled edges and compact design for tight areas.
- Heats bolts Red Hot (1400°F) in seconds.
- Remove Hail Dents (no special attachment needed).
- Remove Seam Sealers in a fraction of the time, no consumables, no mess.
- Uses: Corroded hardware, Thread Lock Compounds, Metal Shrinking, Fabrication...etc...
- HF cable to Inverter 6 feet.

**Glass Blaster® P/N U-311**
- High mount strain relief prevents cord from interfering with adjacent panels.
- Ergonomic gripping for better control.
- Contoured beveled edges places magnetic field closer to the work load for the removal of Glass, Spray-on Bedliners and for accessing tighter corners.
- Uses: Glass, Appliques, SMC Panels, Metal Bond Adhesives, Spray-on Bed-liners ...etc...
- HF cable to Inverter 9 feet.

**FAST-OFF Pad® P/N U-211**
- Reversible Velcro strap, use either side, doubling life expectancy.
- Flat / Flexible work coil, conforms to different contours on sheet metal.
- Uses: Moldings, Vinyl Graphics, Vapor Barriers, Sound pads, Nameplates / Emblems, Undercoating's, Stress relieving sheet Metal, Pre-heat cold panels for the application of adhesive components or coatings... etc...
- HF cable to Inverter 6 feet.

**Rosebud® (Aluminum/Frame Heater) P/N U-511**
- Heat 1/4” Steel Red Hot in seconds / Air cooled for long term use.
- Uses: Aluminum; Vinyl Graphics, Adhesives, Stress Relieving, Annealing. Steel; Frame repair, Stress Relieving, Metal Bond Adhesives, Fabricating etc...
- HF cable to inverter 9 feet.

**Optional Attachments / Inductor® PRO-MAX™/ MAX™**

**U-555™ P/N U-555**
- Operates off Inductor® PRO-MAX / MAX Inverters.
- Minimum 40% more Power / Faster than Mini-Ductor (II).
- Uses all Mini-Ductor attachments. (Refer to back page).
- Ergonomic grenade style grip / Bright L.E.D. illuminates work area.
- Uses: Automotive, Construction, Farm Implement, Industrial, Marine.
- Heat; Nuts / Bolts, Bearings / Races, Pins, Gears, Pulleys, O2 Sensors and more....
- Includes three basic work coils, carry case and manual / 1 yr. Warranty
- Spec: 15.0”x 2.5” / Case 19” x 11” x 5”
  Ship weight 7 lb.
  HF cable to Inverter 9 feet.
**Inductor® MAX™ P/N IM-20000**

All the features, benefits and applications of the Inductor® PROMAX™ (front page) in a portable carry case with the Original Inductor® attachments. (See differences below)


**Fast-Off Pad® P/N U-211**
- Reversible Velcro strap allows either side to be used, doubling life expectancy.
- Flat/Flexible work coil, conforms to many different contours on sheet metal.
- Uses: Moldings, Stripes, Vinyl Graphics, Vapor Barriers, Sound pads, Nameplates/Emblems, Undercoatings, Stress relieving sheet metal, Pre-heat cold panels for the application of adhesive components or coating, etc.
- HF Cable to Inverter 6 feet

**Glass Blaster® P/N I-300 (attachment)**
- Lightweight, fiberglass and rubber coating.
- High mount strain relief prevents cord from interfering with adjacent panels.
- Uses: same as U-311 (opposite page, left)
- HF Cable to Inverter 9 feet

**Concentrator® P/N I-400**
- Contoured fiberglass coil fits into tighter areas
- Heat bolts Red Hot (1400F) in seconds.
- Remove Hail Dents (no special attachment needed)
- Remove Seam Sealers in a fraction of the time, using no consumables, no mess
- Uses: Corroded hardware, Thread Lock Compound, Metal Shrinking, Fabrication, etc.
- HF Cable to Inverter 9 feet

**Glass Blaster® P/N GB-20001 (kit)**
Glass Blaster attachment (I-300) hardwired to the Inductor® Inverter mounted inside of portable carry case.

Includes: Tutorial DVD, Manual, (2) L-Wedges and a 1 yr. warranty on Inverter and attachment.

Uses: Glass, appliques, SMC Panels, Metal Bond Adhesives, Spray-on Bed-liners, etc...

HF cable to Inverter 9 feet. Ship weight 18lbs.

**L-Wedge P/N L-0810A**
Non-conductive high temp plastic wedge/scaper, used to assist in the removal of glass, body side mlds, emblems, etc... (6.25”x2.25”)
Helps maintain outward pressure when removing glass

**Thermal Tape P/N TT/01**
Replacement pads for I/U series Concentrator/Glass Blaster attachments. Helps protect surface of the magnets from heat damage and marring glass.
(1”x1.5”, 10 pc. strip)
MINI-DUCTOR II™ and accessories

MINI-DUCTOR II® P/N MD-700

NEW! Handheld induction heater features ergonomic design with slip resistant grenade style hand grip and bright L.E.D. to illuminate work surface. Heats hardware red hot in seconds if desired.

- Uses: Automotive, construction, farm implement, industrial, marine.
- Heat and release; nuts/bolts, bearings/races, pins, gears, pulleys, O2 sensors and more....
- Includes three basic work coils, carry case and manual, 1 yr. warranty
- 120v / 10a / 1kw
- Specs: 15”x2.5”/ Case 19”x5”/ Ship weight 7 lbs.

Mini-Pad P/N MD 99-604 (optional)
Used for removing stripes, graphics and smaller objects from sheet metal

Standard Coil Kit
PN# MD99-650
Kit includes:
2 ea. MD99-601 7/8” I.D. x 5”L
1 ea. MD99-611 3/4” I.D. x 4”L
MD99-609 1 1/2” I.D. x 8”L
MD99-608 1 1/4” I.D. x 8”L
MD99-607 1 3/4” I.D. x 7”L
MD99-605 7/8” I.D. x 9”L

Long Coil Kit
PN# MD99-675
Used for the Mini-Ductor II™ and U-555™. Leads on coils are 13” long. Overall pkg. 20.5” x 2.5”
Kit includes:
2 ea. MD99-621 7/8” I.D.
MD99-622 1” I.D.
1 ea. MD99-620 3/4” I.D.
MD99-623 1 1/4” I.D.
MD99-624 1 1/2” I.D.
MD99-625 1 3/4” I.D.

Original Mini-Ductor
P/N MD-600
120v/10a/1,000w hand held power inverter.
3 attachments: Nutz-Off coil U-form coil Bearing Buddy, owners manual and carry case. One year warranty on inverter.
(coils are consumables)
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